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Geosciences

The spatial scaling relationships of crustal and lithospheric deformation in the western
United States
Chairperson: Rebecca Bendick
Deformation of continental lithosphere can extend great distances laterally from tectonic
plate boundaries. This extent has been used to argue for a variety of constitutive laws for
continental materials, based on the underlying principles in continuum mechanics that
identify a relationship between characteristic spatial scale and material properties.
Although the relationship between observed deformation and material models is always
non-unique, quantifying one or more characteristic scales of deformation in a region can
rule out some models of how the lithosphere deforms.
In the western United States active deformation occurs at the plate boundary between
North America and either the Pacific or Farallon plates, and extends east as far as the
Rocky Mountains, a distance greater than 1000 km, hence further than any elastic
dislocation plate boundary model allows. This study seeks to identify spatial patterns in
the deformation as a means of quantifying characteristic scaling using two different
observational datasets: topography and strain rate constructed from GPS velocities and
earthquake focal mechanisms. Methods from the field of Fourier analysis are used to
extract the characteristic scales of deformation and map the relative prominence of the
characteristic scales spatially. Power spectra of the datasets, strain rate and topography,
shows two distinct characteristic frequency bands (the inverse of spatial wavelength).
Two frequency bands are identified, one covering 0.02-0.1 km-1, interpreted as an elastic
frequency band, and the second covering scales from 0.004-0.006 km-1, interpreted as a
viscous frequency band. A summation of power from each frequency band within a
windowing function allows for the creation of power summation maps that show the
relative prominence of each frequency band. From the power spectrum summation maps,
dominant frequency maps are also created to show which processes are more prominent
regionally. From the analysis of the power spectra and power summation maps we find
that topography in the western United States is generated through a combination of
elastic and viscous processes with past tectonics and erosion altering some of the elastic
frequency features.
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Chapter 1: Project Introduction
1. Introduction
Deformation at plate boundaries can extend far laterally into continental tectonic plates, creating a
variety of deformation features on the surface of the plate. Landscape and tectonic features that
accommodate deformation share patterns of high and low strain rates regardless of spatial extent. Two of
the bigger questions surrounding the deformation of tectonic plates are whether or not surface observations
predominantly represent crustal strain or strain of the whole lithosphere, and then which constitutive laws
are important in describing deformation in either or both cases. The answer to these questions have far
reaching implications in conceptual and numerical models used to represent tectonic deformation that are
central to the modern formulation of plate tectonics, for example, the choice of constitutive law changes
inferred force balance in continental lithosphere [e.g Flesch and Bendick, 2012]
2. Continuum Mechanics
Looking at the problems of tectonic deformation through the lens of continuum mechanics allows
for the utilization of the inherent spatial scaling relationships of deformation. Continuum mechanics
generally deals with the motion and deformation of materials, both fluids and solids, from the spatial scale
large enough that atomic interactions are no longer significant, up to the scale of whole planets and larger.
The deformation of tectonic plates fits neatly within these bounds and can be described in the context of
forces and torques applied to materials obeying conservation of mass with the specifics of material
responses arising through known constitutive relationships of elastic, plastic, and viscous materials.
Two common and basic material models in continuum mechanics applied to geologic problems
are viscous flow and elastic deformation, with their simplest mathematical descriptions being Stokes flow
and Hooke’s law. While Hooke’s Law gives an analytic relation between stress, strain, and elastic moduli,
and Stokes’ equation between stress, strain rate, and viscosity, these parameters are comparable through the
Stokes-Rayleigh analogy [e.g. Mahadevan et al., 2010]. A fundamental aspect of both relations is that
material properties, elastic modulus and viscosity, set characteristic spatial scales on deformation patterns
[England et al., 1985; Landau and Lifschitz, 1986]. The shape of the deforming object also plays a role in
the patterns of deformation produced, but the true spatial extent of the shape is not important, only the
ratios and relationships between length, width, height.
If there are a group objects with different sizes but the same aspect ratio between their length,
width, and height and the same material properties, the deformation patterns associated with each object
will be geometrically similar, a result leveraged in dimensionless formulations for continuum problems.
The only way to alter the patterns of deformation between objects in this hypothetical set is to change the
material properties. Therefore, an elastic block and a highly viscous block with the same dimensions,
experiencing the same forces will have different spatial patterns and scales to their associated deformation.
Because there are a finite number of logical, realistic, and meaningful end members to the possible
combinations of constitutive laws, layer geometries, and material parameters to describe earth materials, we
can use the spatial scale of deformation to rule out some material models for a specific region undergoing
tectonic deformation.
3. Continuum Mechanics Applied
Two simplified cartoon examples of how material properties described in continuum mechanics
control the spatial scaling of tectonic deformation and associated topography are shown in Figure 1.1. The
viscous scaling relationship shown in Figure 1.1.A demonstrates how surface deformation of tectonic plates
undergoing extension scales spatially as a function of material properties. This viscous scaling example is
a simplified version of the Thin Viscous Sheet (TVS) model, commonly used to describe the collision
between the Indian Plate and Eurasian Plate [e.g. England and McKenzie, 1982] with the spatial
distribution of surface deformation in the cartoon taken from a wide background of literature applying TVS
models to tectonics problems [e.g. England et al., 1985; England and Houseman, 1986; Houseman and
England, 1986; Leslie Sonder et al., 1986]. While the background literature on TVS models shows the
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viscosity of a sheet as an important factor in controlling the spatial extent of surface deformation, there are
many additional factors working together that control and set the spatial scale of surface deformation.
Viscosity is actually embedded within the Argand number, which is a ratio between gravitational forces
and viscous forces, which is the dominant dimensionless number correlated to characteristic deformation
scaling. TVS models are only used to describe and represent the deformation of areas spanning hundreds of
kilometers, which gives the initial insight into the spatial scales appropriate for viscous flow. Through all
of the meaningful variations in parameters that control the spatial extent of surface deformation in the TVS
models, the characteristic scale always remains on the order of hundreds of kilometers for sheets with
crustal or lithospheric thickness. For example, changing the boundary condition representative of the
contact between tectonic plates from strike-slip to extensional to compressional produces a range of surface
deformation scales from strike-slip boundaries with a scale of 100 to 200 km up to 1000 km for a
compressional boundary. Extensional boundaries such as those in the study area produce finite strain at
scales of hundreds of kilometers [England et al., 1985].
Figure 1.1.A. shows a cartoon representation of an extensional boundary condition creating
extension in the interior of a tectonic plate. While not the same boundary conditions as the western United
States, the internal plate deformation still acts as a good representation of the western United States. The
differences in material properties between the two viscous cases create the difference in spatial scaling of
surface deformation if the boundary conditions, layer thickness, and time extent of extension are the same.
The high viscosity case shows deformation constrained closer to the boundary, while the lower viscosity
case has a spatially large distribution of surface deformation. While Figure 1.1.A. only shows surface
deformation, these cases would also have vertical strain rates as a consequence of the conservation of mass
required in the flow laws creating changes in topography.
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Figure 1.1. The viscous and elastic spatial scaling from two conceptual cartoons shows that material models
control the distribution of surface deformation. Panel A shows a map view of two cartoons based on the
thin viscous sheet approximation for the deformation of a tectonic plate. Both viscous sheets have the same
thickness, same boundary conditions, and the same time extent of extension; the only difference is the
viscosity of the sheet. The lower viscosity sheet, on the left, has a greater spatial extent of surface
deformation than the higher viscosity case on the right. Panel B shows a map view cartoon of an
extensional setting based on an elastic material model. In both cases of panel B, three elastic blocks are
shown separated by parallel normal faults. The highest strains in both cases are along the faults and
decrease away from the faults. The distribution of strain away from the faults is controlled by the material
properties of the elastic blocks, i.e. elastic modulus. The possible options of elastic modulus for the crust
do not lead to drastic changes in surface deformation. The assumptions for the simplified cartoon of elastic
deformation are that all blocks have the same thickness and all boundary conditions are the same between
the two cases. An important comparison between panels A and B is the relative spatial scale between the
viscous and elastic cases. The viscous case shown in panel A is applicable for sheets with a spatial extent
around 1000 km, while the elastic case shown in panel B is applicable for a set of blocks with a total spatial
extent near 100 km. In the viscous case the characteristic scale of surface deformation can extend from 200
to 700 km and the characteristic scale of surface deformation associated with elastic deformation around a
single fault ranges from 15 to 45 km. For a further discussion of the published models used to identify
these scales see surrounding text.
The elastic scaling relationship cartoon shown in Figure 1.1.B demonstrates how material
properties control the spatial patterns of surface deformation in an elastic material model. The extension of
a series of elastic blocks is a simplified representation of the extension of a pair of basin and range
structures in the western United States. The surface deformation experienced around a normal fault in an
extensional setting is focused around the fault with the extent perpendicular to the fault controlled by the
material properties. The stronger elastic material in Figure 1.1.B has the narrower the zone of surface
deformation, but the natural variations in the elastic modulus of the crust do not lead to drastic changes in
surface deformation scales.
The elastic cartoons in Figure 1.1.B were created with the aid of the wide background literature of
dislocations in elastic mediums applied to plate tectonics [e.g. Savage and Burford, 1973; Turcotte and
Spence, 1974; Okada, 1985; Cohen, 1999]. Analytic solutions exist for surface deformations associated
with all faulting styles and give insight into the spatial scale of surface deformation in the elastic upper
crust [Okada, 1985]. Whether solutions are based in dislocation theory or are derived from Hooke’s Law,
they produce similar spatial scales of surface deformation [Savage and Burford, 1973; Turcotte and
Spence, 1974; Savage, 1975]. More parameters that elastic modulus are identified in the literature as
important to the scale of surface deformation, such as the thickness of the elastic sheet or blocks, what parts
of faults fail seismically and aseismically, the dip of the fault plane, and the long term direction of motion
on the fault. From the natural variations in these parameters we can identify the possible ranges of
characteristic spatial length scales of surface deformation in an elastic material model to be between 15 and
45 km.
An important comparison illustrated in Figure 1.1 is the difference in spatial length scales arising
from the two cartoon material models, elastic and viscous. While these two material models can be applied
in the same location at the same time, the characteristic spatial scales of surface deformation occur at two
different orders of magnitude of spatial scale, elastic over O(10 km) and viscous over O(100 km). While
the examples presented in this section can be thought of as end members for the possible descriptions of the
underlying physics creating surface deformation in tectonics, they show that characteristic scales in surface
deformation are a measurable signal with the potential to limit the options of tectonic plate deformation
models.
Reviewing and analyzing the end member tectonic models categorized by vertical arrangement of
material properties and rheologies, as opposed to boundary conditions (i.e. compressional, extensional, or
shearing), allows for an assessment of the relationship between surface deformation and whole lithosphere
deformation and helps further identify spatial length scales to the different flow laws describing tectonics
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[Flesch and Bendick, 2012; Bendick and Flesch, 2013]. Bendick and Flesch, 2013 separated the common
large-scale tectonic models into four end member categories. The first type is a homogeneous layer or
sheet, with the most prolific example being a thin viscous sheet [England and McKenzie, 1982, 1983] these
can also be elastic models [Steketee, 1958; Okada, 1985]. The thin viscous sheet approximation also shows
that given the same material properties, the size of the sheet being described does not influence the
proportional scale of deformation[England et al., 1985; England and Houseman, 1986; Houseman and
England, 1986]. This model type has been applied to many regions around the world but on a large spatial
scale [e.g. Flesch et al., 2000].
The remaining categories consist of models with multiple layers. A common group is referred to
as an elastic lid over a viscous half space and originated from seismic observations. The basic elastic layer
over a viscous half space model is a rigid, elastic layer that hosts earthquakes on top of a viscous layer that
has the ability to flow. The connection between the two layers, how much stress or displacement is
transferred, controls the degree to which we see contributions from each flow law at the surface [Flesch
and Bendick, 2012; Bendick and Flesch, 2013]. Models of this formulation show that surface deformation
can have a strong relationship to the deformation of both layers [e.g Bourne et al., 1998], little to no
relationship to the deformation of the lower layer [e.g. Savage, 2000], or the spectrum of the solutions
between the two. Models can have more than two layers, such as a brittle upper crust, weak lower crust,
and a viscous mantle. While possibly being representative of the actual mechanical structure of the earth,
the additional layers create more boundaries with unknown interactions with respect to transferring stress
or displacement. These models create more non-unique solutions for the relationship between whole
lithosphere deformation and surface deformation.
4. Deformation and Topography as Sinusoids
Real datasets of plate boundary deformation describing places such as the transform boundary in
California or a single range-bounding fault of the Basin and Range, all have a common form. High strain
rates are measured along a main zone of deformation accommodation with decreases in strain
accommodation and strain rate occurring away from these features. Many topographic features associated
with tectonic deformation occur in predictable patterns that can be approximated with sinusoids just as
strain rate. An obvious example of a tectonically created landscape with a pattern generally approximated
with sinusoids is the Basin and Range of the western United States. Here the peaks of the sinusoid would
be the ranges and the basins would be the troughs.
The models and constitutive laws used to represent the real datasets and associated topography
also produce patterns of surface deformation that can be approximated with a sinusoid. The measurements
of wavelengths of these tectonically created features will identify the characteristic scales of deformation.
The relative prominence of the characteristic scales provides further insight into the importance of
processes creating the wavelengths. The most established methods to measure wavelengths of several
convolved signals along with the prominence of the wavelengths comes from a field common in time series
analysis and signal processing, Fourier analysis.
5. Fourier Analysis
The mathematics field of Fourier analysis arises from the idea that a function can be represented as
the sum of sine waves. The most prominent tool in Fourier analysis is the Fourier Transform, which takes a
function (generally a function with the dependent variable of time) and produces a new complex-valued
function with a dependent variable of frequency. The full complex-valued output function contains phase
information, but the absolute value of the output function represents the magnitude of calculated
frequencies. Taking the absolute value of the complex-valued frequency function collapses all of the
phases onto their common frequencies and turns the output function into a real-valued function. The basic
formulation of the Fourier transform assumes a continuous function with respect to the dependent variable,
but discretizing the transform equations allows for the computation the discrete Fourier transform. The
discretization changes the initial integral from negative infinity to infinity into summation across the entire
dataset of the input function.
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The discrete Fourier transform of time series data is a powerful tool used to identify the frequency
content of a signal with periodic and quasiperiodic features and the relative importance of those
frequencies. To make the discrete Fourier transform applicable to spatial datasets, the transform must be
expanded from accepting an input function with one dependent variable (i.e. time), to accepting an input
function with two dependent variables (i.e. x and y). The equations of the two dimensional discrete
Fourier transform are shown in chapter two, and the geosciences related applications of these techniques
remains predominantly in geomorphology [Perron et al., 2008; Booth et al., 2009]. As in the onedimensional case of the Fourier transform, the two-dimensional transform is computed as the absolute
value, or squared value, to remove the phase information, collapsing the complex-valued output into a realvalued output, but with the main difference that the real-valued output is in two dimensions.
6. Power Spectrum Example
As an example of how a power spectrum of a topographic or strain rate dataset, an example
surface, Figure 1.2 is used for a demonstration. The surface shown in Figure 1.2 has z values, which could
easily be replaced with topographic values or strain rate values, created by two orthogonal sine waves with
separate wavelengths and amplitude. The sine wave in the x-direction has a much smaller frequency than
the sine wave in the y-direction. The obvious nature of the frequency content of this surface creates a good
test and demonstration for how a two-dimensional power spectrum and radial power spectrum are created
and normalized.

Figure 1.2. An example surface created through the addition of two orthogonal sine waves of different
amplitude and frequency. The warm colors show the high points on the surface and the cool colors show
the low points on the surface.
The two-dimensional power spectrum, Figure 1.3, of the surface shown in Figure 1.2 has four
distinct peaks, two in the y-frequency direction and two in the x-frequency direction. Two peaks of high
amplitude in both the x-frequency and y-frequency, matching the orientations and frequencies of the sine
waves used to create the surface. The presence of the four peaks in Figure 1.3 shows that half of the twodimensional power spectrum is redundant. The biggest pitfall to viewing the power spectrum in the full
two-dimensional form is the lack in ability to identify the frequency content of peaks near the center of the
plot. While the frequencies one order of magnitude smaller than the scale of the plot in Figure 1.3 are
computed in the power spectrum calculation, identifying any signals at those frequencies is impossible.
The two-dimensional power spectrum also becomes more difficult to analyze when the surface that is the
input for the calculations is a real dataset with combination of periodic and quasiperiodic signals stacked
spatially. There are two steps taken to ease detection of peaks in the power spectrum: first we convert the
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two-dimensional power spectrum to a radial power spectrum and second we normalize the power spectrum
to remove the broader trends and decrease the prominence of the 1/f background noise plotted.

Figure 1.3. The two-dimensional power spectrum of the surface shown in Figure 1.2 displays amplitude as
a function of x and y frequency. The x and y frequency goes to zero at the center of the plot, with the
shorter frequencies or longer wavelengths located around the center of the plot. Four distinct frequencies
with high amplitude are shown, two with only y frequencies and two with only x frequencies.
To better visualize the full range of frequencies in the two-dimensional power spectrum the twodimensional power spectrum in Figure 1.3 is converted into a radial power spectrum shown in Figure 1.4.
The radial power spectrum is created by converting x and y frequency coordinate system shown in Figure
1.3 into a polar coordinate system with the origin centered at the (0,0) frequency, the center of Figure 1.3.
The mean squared amplitudes shown in Figure 1.3 then become a function of a frequency magnitude and a
spatial orientation. The final radial power spectrum is created by plotting the frequency magnitudes while
ignoring the spatial orientation and is shown in Figure 1.4. The radial power spectrum clearly shows the
general background spectrum trend of increasing power with decreasing frequency, which is expected for a
spatial dataset. There appears to be one clear deviation from the background spectrum, but to truly identify
deviations from background spectrum, the power spectrum must be normalized. Normalizing power
spectra becomes more important in the cases with real datasets where signals are still significant but more
difficult to identify due to noise.
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Figure 1.4. The radial power spectrum of the two-dimensional power spectrum in Figure 1.3 shows the
mean squared amplitude as a function of the radial frequency. Here radial frequency is the combined
magnitude of any give x and y frequency, but ignores the spatial orientation. The linear trend of this power
spectrum in log-log space is used to normalize the power spectrum.
Using the background spectrum of the radial power spectrum in Figure 1.4, the general trend of
increasing power with decreasing frequency, we create a synthetic two-dimensional power spectrum from
the background spectrum. The initial two-dimensional power spectrum is divided by the synthetic twodimensional power spectrum to create the normalized two-dimensional power shown in Figure 1.5. The
normalized two-dimensional power spectrum clearly shows the two frequencies present in the surface being
analyzed, but this form of the power spectrum still does not show much detail at frequencies an order of
magnitude smaller than the scale of the axis of the plot. To show the full detail of all frequencies the twodimensional normalized power spectrum is converted a radial power spectrum Figure 1.6, with the same
process used to create Figure 1.4. The radial power spectrum clearly shows two peaks deviating from the
background spectrum. The peaks shown are the two frequencies used to create the surface in Figure 1.2,
with the smaller frequency signal having the larger amplitude. From visual inspection of the surface we
can see these two signals found in the radial power spectrum are the frequencies in the surface. The
smaller frequency (larger wavelength) has the larger amplitude, which is expected as the larger wavelength
sine wave used to create the surface has the larger amplitude. The only difference between the normalized
radial power spectrum show in Figure 1.6 and a radial power spectrum created from a real dataset is the
amount of background noise. Normalized radial power spectra shown in chapter 2 have background noise
but deviations from the background spectrum remain significant and visible.
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Figure 1.5. The normalized two-dimensional power spectrum shows signals that deviate above the
background spectrum, the linear trend of increasing power with decreasing frequency in log-log space. The
four frequencies identified can also been seen in Figure 1.3, but all of the background noise has been
removed.
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Figure 1.6. The normalized radial power spectrum created from the two-dimensional normalized power
spectrum show in Figure 1.5. The two distinct peaks that deviate from the background spectrum are the
combination of the four high amplitude spots shown in Figures 1.5 and 1.3.
7. Study Region
Many regions around the world have deformation distributed away from the plate boundary but
the western United States has two additional aspects that make it a good target for this study. Spatial
datasets related to intraplate deformation in the western United States are some of the highest resolution of
any orogen and the whole spectrum of constitutive laws and associated spatial scales described above have
been applied to the region. The high data quality and resolution assures that the two-dimensional discrete
Fourier transform can be computed across the range of spatial scales of interest to questions about the
relationship between surface deformation, topography, and the deformation of whole tectonic plates. The
fact that a wide range of constitutive laws and combinations of constitutive laws has been applied to the
western United States is an indication that multiple styles of deformation are likely present.
8. Conclusions
In summary, continuum mechanics and classical physics require that when a force is applied to an
object the outcome must be predictable. This means that when an object is deformed, the way the object
deforms occurs with predictable patterns. The underlying physics further requires patterns of deformation
that are produced occur a predictable characteristic scales that are dependent on the material properties, and
through the mathematics of Fourier analysis we can find these characteristic scales.
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Chapter 2: The spatial scaling relationships of crustal and lithospheric deformation
in the western United States
1. Introduction:
Identifying the characteristic spatial scales over which the continental lithosphere deforms will
further our understanding of how and why deformation is distributed away from plate boundaries. Many
relationships between the deformation of tectonic plates and the responses we observe in topography, strain
rate, and general structure of the lithosphere have been proposed since the conception of plate tectonics.
An overlooked aspect of these relationships is the characteristic spatial scales of viscous and elastic
deformation. The characteristic spatial scales can help constrain the constitutive relationships of a
deforming domain. Small characteristic scales of deformation are expected for the upper, brittle crust,
commonly approximated as a series of elastic blocks with the exact deformation scale dependent on the
elastic modulus or spring constant [Steketee, 1958; Meade and Loveless, 2009; Hammond et al., 2011]. In
contrast, whole lithosphere deformation approximated in the long time limit as the flow of a highly viscous
fluid produces large wavelength features with the precise scale controlled by the viscosity, the flow
exponent, and exact formulation of the flow laws [England and McKenzie, 1982, 1983; England et al.,
1985; England and Houseman, 1986; Houseman and England, 1986].
Observed surface deformation can therefore be considered the result of a combination of these
end members of the brittle crust or whole lithosphere flow occurring simultaneously spatially and
temporally exciting a range of spatial scales [Fletcher and Hallet, 1983; Bourne et al., 1998; Zatman, 2000;
Buck et al., 2003]. Directly inverting or forward modeling the surface deformation for the unknowns such
as the number of layers in the lithosphere, layer rheology, and the vertical coupling between layers, produce
non-unique solution set [Flesch and Bendick, 2012; Bendick and Flesch, 2013]. While the force balance
and rheological parameters of the lithosphere cannot be simultaneously inverted from surface observations,
and measurement of these parameters at depth remains elusive, the spatial scales of deformation and
associated topography can put bounds on the way deformation occurs in the lithosphere [Bendick and
Flesch, 2013].
1.1 Tectonic Scales and Associated Topographic Scales
The various rheologies applied to the lithosphere have long been associated with various spatial
scales of deformation and is apparent in a comparison of modeled constitutive laws and spatial scale of
deformation in the study. The support of high topography with a small spatial extent is attributed to rigidity
of the upper crust. A common example is the very localized increase in relief associated with basin and
range structures of the western United States. Basin and range features with active deformation generally
coincide with range bounding faults, faceted spurs, and seismicity, all indications of elastic deformation
[Burbank and Anderson, 2012].
An increase in the spatial scale of topography is matched with a decrease in the ability of the
elastic flexure of the crust to support and maintain topographic loads. As the elastic strength of the crust
contributes less to the force balance maintaining and creating topography, the isostatic and viscous forces
of the lithosphere and mantle become more significant. At scales of the Tibetan Plateau, viscous flow
below an elastic lid creates and maintains the broad topographic high of the plateau [Clark and Royden,
2000; Bendick et al., 2008]. While the high topography of the Tibetan Plateau is supported by the entire
lithosphere, the upper crust still contains brittle failure with the possibility of small-scale topography
supported through elastic stresses.
Real landscapes and strain rate fields contain spatial features over a wide range of scales, or
spatial frequencies, corresponding to a range of processes. The scale and amplitude of these features can be
approximated with a waveform; therefore Fourier analysis contains the appropriate methods to extract the
spatial frequencies and associated intensities.
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1.2 Study Region
Early descriptions of the physiographic regions of the United States came from geomorphology
and physical geography [Powell, 1895; Fenneman, 1917], but remain applicable in discussions of active
tectonics of the Western United States, a further demonstration of the link between regional patterns in
topography and tectonics [e.g. Bird, 1979]. A majority of the deformation distributed away from the North
American - Pacific and North American - Juan de Fuca plate boundaries occurs in or along the border of
four physiographic regions, the Colorado Plateau, the Basin and Range, the Snake River Plain, and the
Northern Rockies. These four regions, Figure 2.1, contain the Intermountain Seismic Belt an area with the
highest strain rates away from the plate boundary.

Figure 2.1. The broad overview of the western United States tectonics shows the Pacific and Juan de Fuca
plates exerting forces along the western edge of the North American Plate. The western edge of the North
American Plate is broken into two parts, the transform boundary called the San Andrea Fault (SAF) and the
Cascadia Subduction Zone (CSZ). The four physiographic regions of focus are outlined which consist of
the Northern Rockies (NR), Snake River Plain (SRP), Basin and Range (BR), and the Colorado Plateau
(CP).
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The high topography of the western United States was created through subduction occurring
along the western margin of the North American Plate and a long history of orogenesis. Many of the active
tectonic features with Basin and Range style structures are attributed to the changes in boundary forces to
the North American Plate that occurred as the Farallon Plate was consumed through subduction [Atwater,
1970; Stewart, 1978]. The current extension of the western United States, that started at 30 Ma, has been
consistently linked to the changes in the force balance along the western edge of the North American Plate
associated with the formation and subsequent growth San Andreas fault system [Dickinson and Snyder,
1979a, 1979b; Zoback et al., 1981]. While the creation of the transform boundary between the North
American and Pacific Plates allows extension to occur, additional forces from lateral variations in
gravitational potential energy are also required as an important driver to explain all of the widespread
deformation observed [Sonder and Jones, 1999; Flesch et al., 2000, 2007; Humphreys and Coblentz, 2007].
The numerous GPS studies and active seismicity give insight into where active surface
deformation occurs in the western United States. The combination of compression from the Cascadia
subduction zone, shear from the Pacific-North American Plate boundary, and the gravitational collapse of
high topography create the rotational velocity field observed Northern Rockies, Snake River Plane, and
northern part of the Basin and Range [McCaffrey et al., 2013]. The main portion of Basin and Range in
Nevada and Utah show east-west extension, with the largest increases in velocity at the borders of the
province [Hammond and Thatcher, 2004; Hammond et al., 2011, 2014]. The Colorado Plateau is
considered a coherent block that remains undeformed as surrounding regions undergo extension [Thompson
and Zoback, 1979].
2. Methods
2.1 Datasets
When extracting spatial patterns and information about the shape of features from datasets as
large as the western United States, map projection choices become important. We use the USGS Albers
equal area conic projection created for the contiguous United States for all spatial datasets. This projection
minimizes the distortion of features and shapes for the datasets as a whole [Snyder, 1982]. Topographic
data are from the digital elevation model (DEM) GTOPO30 that has a 30-arc second (approximately 1
kilometer) grid spacing.
We follow the method of [Haines and Holt, 1993] and [Haines et al., 1998] to combine GPS
velocity data and moment tensor solutions to create a strain rate field for the western United States. The
GPS velocity data is a combination of velocity solutions from the Plate Boundary Observatory (PBO)
network, Southwest Montana Array [Schmeelk, 2016], Lewis and Clark Array [Schmeelk, 2016], and
Magnet Array [Blewitt et al., 2016]. Focal mechanisms are from the Harvard centroid moment tensor
(CMT) catalog (January 1, 1976, to January 1, 2016) [Dziewonski et al., 1981; Ekström et al., 2012]. The
strain rate magnitude field in the spatial analysis is the second invariant of the strain rate tensors, a common
proxy for the magnitude of strain rate [e.g. England and McKenzie, 1982].
2.2 Two-Dimensional Discrete Fourier Transform
The two-dimensional discrete Fourier Transform (2D-DFT) of a dataset 𝑧(𝑥, 𝑦) containing of
𝑁!   ×  𝑁! consistently spaced points is [Perron et al., 2008; Booth et al., 2009]
!! !! !! !!
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where 𝑘! and 𝑘! are wavenumbers in the x and y directions, ∆𝑥 and ∆𝑦 are the grid spacing, and m and n
are indices in 𝑧(𝑥, 𝑦). The orthogonal wavenumbers calculated in the 2D-DFT can be converted into
frequency
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and if the two-dimensional dataset is spatially distributed, 𝑓! and 𝑓! have units of cycles per unit length.
These two orthogonal frequencies can be combined 𝑓!! + 𝑓!! as a radial frequency and allows the power
as a function of the wavenumbers to collapse into a one-dimensional power spectrum [Perron et al., 2008;
Booth et al., 2009]
1
!
𝑃!"# 𝑘! , 𝑘! = ! ! 𝑍(𝑘! , 𝑘! )     (3)
𝑁! 𝑁!
where 𝑃!"# has units of amplitude squared (i.e. 𝑚 ! ). This conversion allows the output from the 2D DFT
to be viewed as a one-dimensional power spectrum as a function of radial frequency.
To identify peaks in the radial power spectra, the background spectrum must be estimated and
removed from each spectrum for viewing without the trend of increasing power with decreasing frequency,
which obscures deviations from that background. Previous studies have used both binned values intended
to represent the mean spectrum and generated a series of fractal Brownian surfaces with the roughness set
by the Hurst parameter, ranging from 0 (roughest) to 1 (smoothest) [Perron et al., 2008]. Using many
Brownian surfaces with the same variance as the original surface to estimate a background spectrum is
appropriate if the initial surface is thought to be approximately self-similar [Kumar and FoufoulaGeorgiou, 1997; Perron et al., 2008]. At the scale of the western United States all of the datasets in
question may not be self-similar, and the best estimate of the background spectra comes from binned values
following the work of [Perron et al., 2008].
Normalizing each radial power spectrum, removing the general trend of increasing power with
decreasing frequency, starts by separating the spectrum into bins and calculating their means and standard
deviations. Estimated background radial power spectra are created with a least squares fit to the binned
values. A synthetic two-dimensional power spectrum is constructed from the estimated background radial
power spectrum. The two-dimensional power spectrum of the dataset in question is normalized by the
synthetic two-dimensional spectrum, and a radial power spectrum is recreated from the normalized twodimensional spectrum. The normalized radial power spectra show deviations from the background spectra,
i.e. frequencies or wavelengths that are the most common throughout the spatial datasets.
The most common frequency observed with a discrete Fourier transform is the frequency that
corresponds to the spacing of data points. To remove this signal from all spectra and calculate the highest
resolvable frequency, the Nyquist frequency, (2∆𝑥)!! , is calculated for each dataset. But in a twodimensional gridded dataset with constant spacing in the x and y directions the distance between grid points
is greatest diagonally between cells. This makes the Nyquist frequency in the case of a gridded twodimensional data, where ∆𝑥 = ∆𝑦, (2 2∆𝑥)!! .
2.3 Windowed 2D DFT
Mapping the spatial patterns of frequencies with greater power than the background spectrum is
accomplished with a windowed 2D DFT based on methods from [Booth et al., 2009]. The windowed 2D
DFT is an iterative process that starts with the computation of the 2D DFT, eq. 1, within a square window
centered on a grid point in the dataset. The calculated power in a frequency band around the frequency of
interest is summed for the entire window. The summation value is then assigned to the grid point at the
center of the window. This process is repeated by moving the window location until every cell is assigned
a summation value. To avoid edge effects, the summation only occurs when the window is centered on a
grid point that allows the entire window to remain in the dataset. All datasets are clipped or created to
extend half of the maximum window size outside the area of interest, removing any potential edge effect
from the final analysis.
The window size of summation depends on the frequency band of interest, which requires
which intern limits us to mapping only one frequency band at a time. The choice of frequency bands
mapped come from the observed width of peaks in the normalized radial power spectrum of the DEM
dataset and our expectations of important scales of elastic and viscous deformation. The two primary
frequency bands of interest are 0.004-0.006 km-1 (250-166 km wavelengths) and 0.02-0.1 km-1 (50-10 km).
The window sizes are chosen specifically for each frequency band mapped, and must be large enough to
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sufficiently sample the higher frequencies in question, while remaining small enough to only capture the
signature of the dataset around the center grid point.
Because the windowed 2D DFT maps individual frequency bands, the power spectrum sum
maps of each frequency band must be normalized for comparison and identification of the dominant
frequency band. The power sum maps are clipped to study area extent, to ensure the removal of the edge
effects described previously. The spectral power sum maps are normalized by dividing each power
spectrum summation data point by the total sum of values in the map. The map of topographic dominant
frequency is created with a node-by-node comparison to identify which frequency band has the greatest
normalized power at each node.
3. Results
3.1 Characteristic Scales
The power spectrum of the topographic dataset (Figure 2.2.A) shows the expected trend of
increasing power with decreasing frequency. Numerous deviations above the general trend are observable
in the topographic power spectrum, but frequency and degree of deviation from the background spectrum
are difficult to identify. The normalized power spectrum of topography (Figure 2.2.C) shows four distinct
peaks or frequency bands deviating from their local background spectrum. The peaks above the
background spectrum at the highest and lowest frequencies are discarded because they occur above the
Nyquist frequency and below a frequency with significant data to resolve trends. The remaining frequency
bands deviating from the background spectrum are 0.004-0.006 km-1 (250-166 km wavelengths) a viscous
band and 0.02-0.1 km-1 (50-10 km) an elastic band that are separated by an obvious decrease in normalized
power (Figure 2.2.A). While the viscous and elastic bands may internally contain multiple peaks deviating
from the background spectrum, there are no distinct breaks to further subdivide the two bands.
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Figure 2.2. Power spectra indicating the frequency bands of elastic and viscous deformation in the
topographic dataset (left-hand column) and frequency bands of viscous deformation in strain rate
magnitude (right-hand column). The radial power spectra of both datasets (A and B) show the trend of
increasing power with decreasing frequency. The normalized power spectra of the datasets (C and D) show
the deviations from each background spectra. All spectra show their corresponding Nyquist frequency, the
smallest resolvable signal.
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Figure 2.3. Normalized power spectra of topography and strain rate magnitude with the frequency bands of
interest outlined. The viscous frequency band is outline in blue and the elastic frequency band is outlined
in green. The Nyquist frequency of both datasets is shown as a red vertical line.
The normalized power spectrum of the strain rate magnitude field (Figure 2.2.D) shows two
frequency bands deviating from the background spectrum in the range of resolvable frequencies. These
bands are between 0.007-0.01 km-1 (143-100 km) and 0.004-0.006 km-1 (250-166 km wavelengths). The
Nyquist frequency of the strain rate magnitude field prohibits the determination of an elastic frequency
band. The viscous frequency band in the topographic power spectrum matches viscous frequency band in
the strain rate power spectrum (Figure 2.3), while the higher frequency band observed in the strain rate
spectrum has no corresponding peak in the topographic spectrum.
3.2 Frequency Band Maps
The elastic and viscous frequency band maps (Figures 2.4-2.6) show the intensity of each
frequency band at any given location calculated through a power spectrum summation. The elastic and
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viscous frequency band maps are normalized by the total power of the entire map and show the relative
importance of their respective frequency band spatially. Overlain onto the frequency band maps are the
physiographic provinces of the western United States, thought to represent regions of consistent
geomorphological signatures and tectonic influences.
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Figure 2.4. The spectral power summation map of the elastic frequency band of topography overlain on the
topographic dataset, with warm colors indicating strong elastic frequency band signals of topography.
Physiographic and state boundaries are overlain in white and black respectively. The power summation
shown is normalize by the sum of all power calculated for this frequency band within the study area.

Figure 2.5. Spectral power summation map of the viscous frequency band of topography overlain on the
topographic dataset, with warm colors indicating strong viscous frequency band signals of topography.
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Physiographic and state boundaries are overlain in white and black respectively. The power summation
shown is normalize by the sum of all power calculated for this frequency band within the study area.

Figure 2.6. The spectral power summation of the viscous frequency band for strain rate magnitude overlain
on the topographic dataset. Warm colors indicate strong viscous frequency band signals of strain rate
magnitude. Physiographic and state boundaries are overlain in white and black respectively. The power
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summation shown is normalize by the sum of all power calculated for this frequency band within the study
area.
Describing the frequency band maps of all datasets based on individual physiographic regions
yields three observable patterns of power spectrum summation type in each frequency band. The first is a
physiographic region with a large homogeneous summation value showing that the frequency band mapped
is consistently important in the region. The second is a small homogeneous summation value across a
region showing that the frequency band in question has a low importance in the physiographic region. The
third is a region with heterogeneous summation values, both high and low summation values occurring in
close proximity to each other within the physiographic region. The power summation of a frequency band
that is heterogeneous within a physiographic region shows high spatial variability in the frequency band's
importance.
3.2.1. Topography Frequency Band Maps
In the frequency band maps of the topographic dataset (Figure 2.4, 2.5) the three power
summation patterns are observable in the viscous and elastic frequency band maps. The Colorado Plateau,
when subdivided roughly northeast-southwest, shows the northern half as homogeneous lower power in the
viscous frequency band and the south half as homogeneous high power. The power summation of the
elastic frequency band shows a near homogeneous high power in the northern half and a homogeneous low
power in the southern half. The Basin and Range province has a heterogeneous power in the viscous
frequency band with the maximum power in central Nevada. The elastic frequency band in the Basin and
Range also has a heterogeneous power summation. The Snake River Plain has a homogeneous high power
in the lithosphere frequency band and a homogeneous low power in the elastic frequency band. The
Northern Rockies physiographic province is more easily described when subdivided into three segments,
the Idaho Batholith, Centennial Tectonic Belt, and Western Montana/Idaho Panhandle. The Idaho
Batholith has homogeneous high power in the viscous frequency band and heterogeneous power in the
elastic frequency band. The Centennial Tectonic Belt has low to moderate homogeneous power in the
viscous frequency band and homogeneous high power in the elastic frequency band. The Western
Montana/Idaho Panhandle section has low to moderate power in the viscous frequency band and
heterogeneous power in the elastic frequency band.
3.2.2 Strain Rate Magnitude Frequency Band Map
The resolution of the strain rate field only allows for the creation of a viscous frequency band
map and all summations in the subsection refer to the viscous frequency band of strain rate magnitude
(Figure 2.6). The northern half of the Colorado Plateau has homogeneous high power and the southern half
has homogeneous low power. The Basin and Range has heterogeneous power with a different spatial
distribution than the heterogeneous power observed in the topographic frequency band maps of the region.
The Snake River Plain has homogeneous low power in the western half and homogeneous high power
eastern half approaching the greater Yellowstone area. In the Northern Rockies the Idaho Batholith has
heterogeneous power, the Centennial Tectonic Belt has homogeneous high power, and Western
Montana/Idaho Panhandle has heterogeneous power.
3.3 Dominant Topographic Wavelengths
Mapping both elastic and viscous frequency bands of topography allows for the creation of a
dominant wavelength map (Figure 2.7). The dominant wavelength maps show which frequency band,
elastic or viscous, has the greatest normalized value at any given data point. The Colorado Plateau exhibits
a dominant topographic wavelength of the elastic scale in the northern half and lithosphere scale in the
southern half. The Basin and Range has a elastic scale dominant wavelength around the edges of the
province and a viscous scale dominant wavelength at the center. The Snake River Plain has a dominant
wavelength of viscous scale. In the Northern Rockies, the Idaho Batholith is split between an elastic and
viscous scale dominant wavelength, the Centennial Tectonic Belt has an elastic scale dominant wavelength,
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and Western Montana/Idaho Panhandle is mixed with patches of viscous and elastic scale dominant
wavelengths.

Figure 2.7. Dominant wavelength map for topography shows which frequency band has the greatest
normalized value on a data point by data point comparison. Blue areas indicate a viscous dominant
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wavelength and green indicates an elastic dominant wavelength. The dominant wavelength is overlain
topography with physiographic provinces outlined in white and states outlined in black.
A comparison of the strain rate magnitude and dominant topographic wavelength (Figure 2.8)
shows high strain rates from the Wasatch Front in central Utah north to Yellowstone coinciding with a
transition in the dominant wavelength of topography. The Snake River plain and southern Colorado
Plateau show a low strain rate throughout matched with a dominant wavelength of viscous scale. The
northern Colorado Plateau has a lower strain rate but a predominantly elastic scale topographic frequency
band. The Basin and Range shows the occurrence of both dominant wavelengths of topography with a
large range in the magnitude of strain rate. In the Northern Rockies the Centennial Tectonic Belt has a high
strain rate matched with an elastic scale dominant wavelength. The Idaho Batholith and Western
Montana/Idaho Panhandle show low strain rates with elastic and viscous dominant wavelengths.

Figure 2.8. The dominant wavelength of topography overlain on the strain rate magnitude used in this
study. Regions with a dominant elastic wavelength are shown as crosshatched and a dominant viscous
wavelength as slashed. Warm colors indicate a high magnitude of strain rate and the physiographic regions
are outlined with white.
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Comparing the Bouguer gravity anomaly of the western United States to the dominant
frequency of topography yields patterns of large negative anomaly values and near zero values
corresponding to both elastic and viscous dominant frequencies (Figure 2.9). The Colorado Plateau has a
consistent strong negative anomaly while being split between dominant wavelengths in topography. The
Basin and Range has a strong negative anomaly in the center matched with a dominant wavelength of
viscous scale, and a near zero anomaly around the edges with an elastic dominant wavelength. The Snake
River Plain has near zero values in the Bouguer anomaly and consistent dominant wavelength of viscous
scale. In the Northern Rockies, the Idaho Batholith has a strong negative Bouguer anomaly value with both
elastic and viscous dominant wavelengths. The Centennial Tectonic Belt and Western Montana/Idaho
Panhandle have a mixture of near zero values in the Bouguer anomaly field matched with primarily elastic
dominant wavelength.

Figure 2.9. The dominant wavelength of topography overlain on the Bouguer gravity anomaly data from
the NGDC (National Geophysical Data Center) created by re-gridding the Decade of North American 6-km
gravity grid of North America to a 2.5-minute grid. Regions with a dominant elastic wavelength are shown
as crosshatched and a dominant viscous wavelength as slashed
3.4 Coherence of Physiographic Regions
The spatial analysis of the topographic dataset shows some physiographic regions as coherent
with consistent internal characteristics while others are groupings of smaller physiographic regions. The
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topographic data segments the Colorado Plateau into northern and southern halves. The Basin and Range is
best described as a singular region with a consistent variation from the edges towards the center. The
Snake River Plain of Idaho is a coherent region. The Northern Rockies is subdivided into a minimum of
three domains, the Idaho Batholith, the Centennial Tectonic Belt, and Western Montana/Idaho Panhandle.
The spatial analysis of the strain rate magnitude further confirms the separation of the Colorado
Plateau into northern and southern halves. The Basin and Range has internal variation but cannot be
subdivided into obvious smaller regions. The frequency band map of strain rate magnitude shows the
Snake River Plain as two regions, an east and west. The Northern Rockies shows an obvious internal
segmentation in the viscous frequency band map of strain rate magnitude, the Centennial Tectonic Belt is a
coherent region separate from the remaining physiographic region.
Combining the segmentation of the physiographic regions from the two datasets yields a total of
seven regions from the initial four in question (Figure 2.10). The initial four regions were the Colorado
Plateau, the Basin and Range, the Snake River Plain, and the Northern Rockies. The final seven regions
are the Northern Colorado Plateau, the Southern Colorado Plateau, the Basin and Range, the Snake River
Plain, the Centennial Tectonic Belt, the Idaho Batholith, and Western Montana/Idaho Panhandle. Note the
Colorado Plateau is divided in half by this study but is frequently divided in many smaller regions that do
not appear relevant in this spatial analysis.
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Figure 2.10. The physiographic regions defined by the USGS outlined in solid black with the segmentation
of the Colorado Plateau and the Northern Rockies defined in this study shown as a dashed black line.
These regions are overlain on the topographic dataset used in this study.
4. Discussion
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4.1 Power Spectra
The elastic and viscous frequency bands identified in the normalized power spectra of
topography (Figure 2.3.A) are clear, separable signals showing that both viscous and elastic processes
create and maintain the topography of the western United States. While these processes are occurring
simultaneously, there is no evidence that the combination of viscous and elastic processes creates patterns
in topography at an intermediate scale. This shows that two end members, the deformation of the whole
lithosphere and the deformation of the crust, create topography with separable signals in the western United
States. The separation of these signals also indicates that no additional physical processes, such as
multilayer coupling, shift these peaks towards each other. In the western United States, a region starting
with topography created through the elastic deformation of the crust, followed by broad viscous
deformation of the lithosphere will acquire a resulting topography of the linear sum of the two signals. The
presence of the elastic and viscous signal separation is a product of the mechanical strength profile of the
entire lithosphere in the western United States. While this does not allow for us to determine the exact
strength profile type from [Bendick and Flesch, 2013] and [Flesch and Bendick, 2012], we can rule out the
treatment of the western U.S. as a single layer. This shows that the western U.S. as a whole should be
treated as at least a two-layer system in numerical simulations, but does not provide a unique solution to the
interactions between the layers.
The processes creating topographic features at the viscous scale are linked to the strain rate
magnitude, which shows the same peak in their normalized power spectra (Figure 2.3.A and B). The largescale deformation of the continental lithosphere is the driver linking these datasets, showing that as the
lithosphere deforms patterns of equal scale are created in the surface deformation and topography. A
similar correlation is plausible between peaks in strain rate and topography at the elastic frequency band,
but is dependent on the existence of a elastic peak in strain rate. While expected, the resolution of surface
deformation measurements across the western United States is currently too coarse to make this calculation.
The power spectra of the two spatial datasets (Figure 2.2.A and B) follow the trend of
increasing power with decreasing frequency exhibiting the characteristics of a red noise (Brownian noise or
random walk noise) spectrum. A power spectrum exhibiting the behavior of red noise indicates that any
given point in the dataset depends on the surrounding data points and the addition some variation [Gilman
et al., 1962]. Spatial datasets that can be modeled with a red noise spectrum, such as topography, are
interpreted as being self-similar and scale invariant [McClean and Evans, 2000]. The idea that topography
follows a self-similar scaling relationship is debated [Perron et al., 2008] and using a single factual relation
to describe the topography of the western United States does not appear to hold across many orders of
magnitude in spatial length scale but may remain applicable on some narrower ranges. The application of
fractals to lithospheric deformation is currently not common, but fractals have been used successfully to
describe large strike-slip fault zones [Turcotte, 1986]. The power spectrum of strain rate magnitude
indicates that fractal dimensions could be estimated for strain rates of regions undergoing widespread
deformation and may create a new method of comparing distributed continental deformation. It should also
be noted that the formulation of the strain rate field requires the field to be continuous which may partially
be responsible for general shape of the power spectrum.
4.2 Power Spectra Mapping Relations
In the normalized spectrum of topography (Figure 2.3.A), the viscous frequency band appears
as a more coherent peak relative to the elastic frequency band peak. The origin of the multitude of peaks
combined in the elastic frequency band becomes apparent in the elastic frequency band map of topography
(Figure 2.4.). This frequency band captures both signals of elastic deformation of the upper crust and
varying geomorphic processes. Obvious examples of geomorphic processes highlighted by the elastic
frequency band are numerous river systems such as the Colorado River in Arizona and the Salmon River in
Idaho. This frequency band also captures many of the Laramide uplift structures, which are assumed to be
no longer tectonically active. These prominent features show that topography at the elastic scale is created
through the active deformation of the crust paired with erosion or inherited from past tectonics paired with
erosion. The comparison of the dominant wavelength of topography to strain rate magnitude and the
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Bouguer gravity anomaly data gives further insight into the processes creating topography. A large
negative Bouguer anomaly value is expected to coincide with a dominant topography wavelength of
viscous scale if large-scale topography is supported isostatically. Some regions with a negative Bouguer
anomaly have a dominant wavelength of elastic scale, further showing the influence of past structures of
crustal deformation and erosion. Many regions with near zero value in the Bouguer anomaly coincide with
a topographic dominant wavelength of elastic scale showing topography supported by the elastic flexure of
the crust.
The seven physiographic regions shown to be coherent in the results are a meaningful
segmentation of the western United States with respect to active tectonics and topography. Physiographic
regions with a high power homogeneous signal in the viscous frequency band are interpreted as controlled
by whole lithospheric processes. While regions with a high homogeneous power in the elastic frequency
band are interpreted as controlled by crustal processes. Regions with high homogeneous power in both the
elastic and viscous frequency bands should be interpreted with regards to the dominant frequency map to
determine which processes have the greater influence. A heterogeneous power in either frequency band of
topography shows that the importance of elastic or viscous processes is variable within the region and is
interpreted as elastic or viscous processes alone not being singularly responsible for the creation of
topography. If the dominant wavelength of a region is split between the elastic and viscous scales, then the
region's topography is likely created by both elastic and viscous processes but with separable signals.
4.3 Colorado Plateau
In the northern half of the Colorado Plateau the homogeneous high power in the elastic
frequency band of topography is not entirely related to active tectonics, some features, such as the Book
Cliffs in Utah, are highlighted in this frequency band. The salt tectonics of Utah and Colorado, i.e. Paradox
valley, have high power in the elastic frequency band which is expected from features created though
deformation within the upper crust [Cater, 1970; Gutiérrez, 2004]. The Grand Canyon has a high power in
the elastic frequency band of topography created by the shape of the canyon initially set by a meandering
river, showing that river systems can have the same spatial scale as elastic deformation. The High Plateau
of Utah (the transition zone to basin and range, also called the Wasatch Plateau) has high power in the
elastic frequency band of topography and is just east of the Sevier Thrust Belt. The High Plateau of Utah is
also along the Intermountain Seismic Belt and a region with a drastic increase in the thickness of the crust
[Shen et al., 2013].
The southern half of the Colorado Plateau has a few minor locations of high power in the elastic
wavelength created by small-scale geomorphic expression of volcanism. Predominantly, this region shows
high power in the viscous frequency band, an indication of the greater consistency of the high topography
relative to the northern half. The southern half of the Colorado Plateau is dominantly long wavelength in
topography, but shows no long wavelength of strain rate but is due to the lack of measurable strain, a
further validation of the of regions strength over a broad scale.
As a whole, the Colorado Plateau is a predominately a rigid area with some erosional features at
the elastic scale. The western boundary of the Colorado Plateau with the Basin and Range is diffuse and
the High Plateaus of Utah should be part of the Basin and Range. This region corresponds to the locations
of numerous earthquakes as part of the intermountain seismic belt. [Becker et al., 2015] show this western
portion of the Colorado Plateau as currently experiencing a positive rate of topographic change, a further
indication that High Plateaus of Utah are active and separate from the remaining rigid block of the
Colorado Plateau. If the elastic signal in the High Plateau of Utah is controlled by the sharp increase in the
crustal thickness, then one would expect the same elastic signal along the southern border of the plateau
which also coincides with a drastic increase in crustal thickness [Shen et al., 2013]. This prompts further
questions about how the transition from the Colorado Plateau to the Basin and Range of Nevada differs
from the transition to the Basin and Range of Arizona.
The high power in the viscous frequency band of strain rate in the Northern Colorado Plateau,
the complete absence of power in the band in the Southern Colorado Plateau, and the general low strain rate
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magnitude within the whole plateau (Figure 2.8.) further support the strength and persistence of the region
though geologic time [Thompson and Zoback, 1979]. Despite the split in the dominant topographic
wavelength the Bouguer anomaly suggest region is approximately in isostatic equilibrium. Models of the
Colorado Plateau should treat the region as a ridge block with a lithospheric scale, but to truly capture the
entire deformation, or lack thereof, the western edge should contain elastic deformation or be considered
part of the basin and range.
4.4 The Basin and Range
The heterogeneous nature of the elastic frequency band of the topographic dataset shows that
topography created by the spacing of faults associated with basin and range formation are not as consistent
as many assume or what a single transect of measurements would suggest. The quasi-periodic spacing,
rather than truly periodic spacing, of basin and ranges structures could be a function of many variables,
such as an inconsistent orientation of the range bounding faults or along strike variations in the orientation
of an individual range bounding fault. In the eastern Basin and Range a small region of consistent low
power in the elastic frequency band visibly lacks topographic basin and range structures coinciding with the
location of the Great Salt Lake and paleo-Lake Bonneville. The lack basin and range structures likely aids
the persistence of a large lake system which may act as means to further obscure the expected signals of
deformation through erosion and sediment deposition.
The highest power in viscous frequency band of the topographic dataset is collocated with
highest average elevations of the Basin and Range and is capturing the decrease to the east and west of that
broad topographic high. The broad topographic high in the center of the Basin and Range is the result of
whole lithosphere processes with the superimposed signal of elastic deformation. This viscous frequency
band signature in the topography also coincides with the location of many differences between in the center
of the Basin and Range and the boarders of the region. The internal portion of the Basin and Range
contains intermediate to silicic calc-alkalic volcanic rocks [Stewart, 1978], Oligocene Calderas, ignimbrite
flare ups, and the former orogenic topographic high [Cassel et al., 2014]. The high power in the viscous
frequency band occurs where the crust is currently thickest and shows little to no power where the crust is
thin in the northwest, northeast, and south central portions of the Basin and Range [Shen et al., 2013].
Additionally, Bouguer gravity anomaly shows topography with a viscous dominant wavelength supported
isostatically, while most of the topography with an elastic dominant wavelength around the edges of the
region is supported elastically, consistent with a general understanding of wavenumber sensitivity in
isostasy.
The heterogeneous power in both frequency bands of topography and the distribution of
dominant wavelengths of topography supports the proposed deformation driver of orogenic collapse
following the migration of the triple junction north along the western edge of the North American Plate
[Jones et al., 1998; Sonder and Jones, 1999]. The paleo-topographic high noted by [Cassel et al., 2014]
and others, suggests that the flow of the lithosphere occurred both east and west from the central
topographic high. In the east and west, processes accommodating deformation are currently abutting preexisting structures past tectonic importance, the Sevier Thrust Belt and the Sierra Nevada Batholith. This
raises the question, can the elastic and viscous processes chip into these former significant tectonic
boundaries or are these boundaries constraining the deformation internally to the Basin and Range?
The consistent heterogeneous power in both viscous and elastic frequency bands for all datasets
demonstrates that the Basin and Range is controlled by both elastic and viscous deformation. Previous
descriptions of the Basin and Range as either a series of elastic blocks or a continuous viscous sheet are not
individually an accurate representation. Accurate models of the whole Basin and Range should use the
linear sum of viscous deformation and elastic deformation. While the dominant processes observed can
separate the Basin and Range into two parts, an inner and outer region, tectonically the Basin and Range is
a coherent region. The biggest unknown remaining in creating models of the region is a definitive
relationship quantifying the stress coupling between the vertically stacked layers of the lithosphere.
4.5 Snake River Plain
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Consistent high power in the viscous frequency band for the topographic shows that the Snake
River plain is a region characterized and dominated by viscous processes. Two plausible conceptual
deformation models of the Snake River Plain exist that could create the viscous dominant wavelength. In
the first model the Snake River Plain stretches aseismically with strain accommodated through dike
injection [Parsons et al., 1998]. The dike injection is assumed to distribute strain continuously leaving no
measurable traces of elastic deformation in the forms of ground shaking or discrete jumps in velocity
captured by GPS measurements. The second model treats the Snake River Plain as a rigid block, similar to
the Colorado Plateau, while basin and range style deformation occur to the north and south. The second
model requires the northern and southern boundaries of the Snake River Plain to undergo shear due to the
difference in extension rates [Payne et al., 2008, 2012].
The lack of power in the elastic frequency band in topography and consistent high power in the
viscous frequency band of topography suggest the region is a rigid block of viscous deformation scale, but
does not discount dike injection as a mechanism to accommodate deformation. The low strain rates in
Snake River plain of central and western Idaho is matched with no power in the viscous scale of the strain
rate, similar to the southern portion of the Colorado Plateau which is also a rigid block. Yellowstone's
influence in deformation and topography extends into the eastern edge of Snake River Plain, but is not
present in a most of the region. A further suggestion that the Snake River Plain is a rigid block but is not
conclusive due to an inability in measuring strain from dike injection with surface observations.
The volcanic history associated within the Snake River Plain is inferred as the origin of the
proposed increase in strength relative to the surrounding regions, as well as a proposed mechanism for
accommodating the deformation. While this study does not definitively discount any of the proposed
models, it does show that the Snake River Plain should be treated as a single layer of lithospheric thickness.
While this study shows some similarities between the Snake River Plain and the rigid potion of the
Colorado Plateau, a comparison of the crustal thickness between the regions suggests different processes
are at work in the Snake River Plain. From west to east the Snake River Plain has a consistent increase in
crustal thickness [Yuan et al., 2010; Shen et al., 2013] which could be an indication of deformation. In
addition, the near zero values in the Bouguer Gravity anomaly field suggest that the buoyancy forces acting
on the whole lithosphere differ in the Snake River Plain from the Colorado Plateau. Conceptual models
and numerical models of the Snake River Plain should treat the region as a single layer of lithospheric
scale, but the vertical strength profile remains unknown along with the importance of dike injection to
strain accommodation.
4.6 Northern Rockies
This study separates the Northern Rockies into three segments with coherent tectonic and
geomorphic characteristics. In the Centennial Tectonic Belt, consistent high power in the elastic frequency
band of topography is generated by elastic deformation associated with the regions extension. Many have
identified the Centennial Tectonic Belt as a portion of the Basin and Range of Nevada and Utah that has
been separated by the passing of the Yellowstone hotspot and associated volcanics of the Snake River Plain
[Stickney and Bartholomew, 1987]. While Basin and Range style faulting is pervasive throughout the
Centennial Tectonic Belt, the elastic and viscous frequency band maps show a significant difference in
observable patterns between the Centennial Tectonic Belt and Basin and Range. This suggests that the
Centennial Tectonic Belt and the Basin and Range have different styles of deformation. The consistent
lower power in the viscous frequency band and the consistent high power in the elastic frequency band
suggest that the Centennial Tectonic Belt is primarily undergoing elastic deformation. The Centennial
Tectonic Belt has thicker crust than the Basin and Range [Yuan et al., 2010; Shen et al., 2013], a possible
indication of less total extension and the reason the whole lithosphere does not have a significant influence
on deformation. The high power in the viscous frequency band of strain rate suggests that the whole
lithosphere is controlling deformation, but the influence of the greater Yellowstone area is likely making
the strain rate appear to have greater power in the viscous band.
The Idaho Batholith region of the Northern Rockies has a mixture of elastic and viscous
dominant wavelengths, but the drainage shape of the Salmon River creates the power in the elastic
frequency band. The Idaho Batholith also shows low strain rates with lower to moderate power in the
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viscous frequency band of strain rate, indicates this region is rigid on the viscous scale. The Remaining
section of the Northern Rockies, Western Montana/Idaho Panhandle, has a mixture of elastic and viscous
signals, which could be attributed to the variation in stress from compressive to extensional. This region is
similar to the Centennial Tectonic Belt but with a less consistency in the surface expressions of
deformation. The difference between these regions could be a function of Western Montana/Idaho
Panhandle receiving greater influence from the compression at the Pacific-North American Plate boundary.
5. Conclusions
Across the western United States, we show that topography is generated through the linear sum
of elastic and viscous processes with erosion superimposed. The viscous signal of deformation is observed
in topography and strain rate magnitude. A characteristic scale of elastic deformation is observed in the
topography with the addition past tectonics and erosional features. While the occurrence of a elastic
deformation signal is expected in the strain rate field, the current lack of data density across the western
United States prohibits this calculation.
From the initial four physiographic regions, two are subdivided and two remain intact to
describe regions with consistent topographic and tectonic influences. The Colorado Plateau is singular
tectonic region of one layer, but to the topography split the plateau into northern and southern halves. The
Basin and Range remains an individual tectonic region but has prominent elastic and viscous deformation
signals. The Basin and Range behaves mechanically as a two-layer system. The Snake River Plain also
remains a singular region, best described as a single layer of lithospheric scale. The Northern Rockies is
segmented into three regions tectonically and topographically, the lithospheric scale block of the Idaho
Batholith, a elastic region in the Centennial Tectonic Belt, and a mixed elastic and viscous region in
Western Montana/Idaho Panhandle.
Models of the whole western United States should be a two-layer system, but this does not
provide constraints on the stress coupling between layers. Further work with numerical simulations of the
western United States with a range in coupling between layers should be analyzed with these spatial
methods to better constrain the coupling.
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Chapter 3: Workflow for strain rate calculations and spatial analysis
1. Strain Rate Formulation
1.1. Setup
All codes used in the formulation of the strain rate magnitude field are written in Fortran and must
be complied before running. The following example stores the complied Fortran codes in a bin folder,
which is added to the path of the terminal executing the complied Fortran code. All Fortran codes were
complied with gfortran on the Linux operating system Ubuntu 12.04. A list of the compiling commands is
located in the bin directory.
1.2. Constructing Inputs
Within the working directory where the strain rate field will be constructed is a subdirectory
containing the datasets (velocity field and regional earthquake catalog) with Fortran codes that create the
input files. The create geometry and create earthquakes programs are run first. The create geometry
program creates the grid used for the strain rate calculations and within created geometry a region can be
broken into separate plates or at a minimum one fixed point must be defined in the grid. The strain rate
calculated for the western United States only has one point, the southeast corner, in the grid as fixed. The
choice in defining the stable plate as the southeast or northeast corner of the study area did not change the
calculated strain rates or strain rate magnitudes. The create earthquakes program reads in the standard
output from the CMT catalog and reformats the data for the moment rate tensor summation in the strain
rate calculation.
The create GPS program is run between executing the setup script and the run script described
below. The program requires the definition of the number of rotations (grid points) where calculations will
occur, which is calculated by the program make x for fit and is located the file spline_fit.dat as the first
number on the third line of text.
1.3 Running the Setup and Run Scripts
Each directory where the calculation of a strain rate field will occur should contain the bash shell
scripts to setup the calculation and run the calculation along with the geometry.dat and earthquakes.dat
created in the previous section. The key aspects setup bash shell script is the creation of the sparse
geometry file needed for the strain rate calculation in sparse matrix form, creation of the spline_fit.dat file,
and the calculation of the moment rate tensor summation. The spline_fit.dat file sets the format for the file
where the strain rate calculations occur and also calculates the number of rotations needed as an input in the
create GPS file discussed above. The moment rate tensor summation calculated in the program make
smooth inputs from earthquakes also establishes the base level of variance from the missing earthquake
factor. The missing earthquake factor is an attempt to estimate the amount of seismicity missed within
each grid cell of the study area due to the inability in measurements to completely record all seismic strain
released.
Between executing the setup bash script and the run bash script, the GPS.dat input file is created
using the number of rotations from spline_fit.dat. The run script executes the remaining Fortran programs
needed to compute the strain rate field. The main steps taken by the Fortran programs to create the strain
field are combining the GPS velocity field with the strain rate from the moment rate tensor summation, the
inversion that calculates the strain rate tensor field, calculating the maximum and minimum components of
strain rate, and calculating the strain rate magnitude from the second invariant of the strain rate tensor.
2. Spatial analysis
Once the strain rate magnitude and topography data sets are transformed into the Albers Equal Area
projection described in the previous chapter, they are imported into matlab. Spatial datasets are imported
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as an ascii table of z values with the space between every z value being equal, a product of the equal area
projection. The distance between each grid point is also stored in matlab and used for later calculations.
2.1. Power Spectra and Normalized Power Spectra
The power spectra and normalized power spectra shown results and discussion sections of chapter two are
calculated with the matlab script ExampleWorkFlow.m, that depends on a combination several custom
functions and built matlab functions.
The first function called, fft2D.m, is a function modified from [Perron et al., 2008], takes the input as the
dataset, grid spacing, a padding option, and a 2D hann window option. The padding option, when selected,
pads the dataset with zeros so both dimensions are a power of two. The hann window is used to sample the
data once the dataset is padded with zeros to correctly sample the data for the Fourier transform. The
fft2D.m function then utilizes the fft2 and fftshift built in matlab functions to compute the discrete Fourier
transform. The fft2 function computes the two-dimensional discrete Fourier transform on a matrix. The
fftshift function rearranges the output from fft2 so that the zero frequency is in the center of the output
matrix, allowing for easy additional computation and plotting. After the fft2 and fftshift, the fft2D.m script
corrects output so that the units of the 2D power spectrum are amplitude squared. The fft2D.m script
creates a matrix of frequencies with the same dimensions as the power spectrum matrix. Each cell in the
frequency matrix is the frequency for a corresponding power spectrum with the same cell location. The
final step of the fft2D.m script is to convert both the two-dimensional power spectrum and frequency
matrix into a one-dimensional power spectrum and corresponding radial frequencies.
The script used to normalize the radial power spectrum is Altnorming.m, and takes the spatial dataset, pixel
spacing, and number of bins as the inputs. The normalizing script first utilizes the fft2D.m to produce the
radial power spectrum. A bin function is used to calculate the means of logarithmically spaced bins that are
used to normalize the power spectra. A line is fit to these boxes with the matlab function robustfit, and a
synthetic radial power spectrum is created from this fitted line. The synthetic radial power spectrum is
expanded into a two dimensional power spectrum that has the same power spectrum as a function of angle
around the center of the matrix. The real two-dimensional power spectrum is then divided by the synthetic
power two-dimensional power spectrum, creating a normalized two-dimensional power spectrum. The
normalized two-dimensional power spectrum is then collapsed back into the radial power spectrum. A
major advantage to normalizing the two-dimensional power spectrum, as opposed to normalizing the radial
power spectrum, is that the orientations of features that standout in the normalized radial power spectrum
are preserved.
2.2 Power Summation Mapping
Once the frequency bands or wavelength band of interest are in the radial power spectrum, they are mapped
with the matlab script ExampleMappingWorkflow.m. The spatial datasets are imported into this script in
the same way as the ExampleWorkflow.m script. Frequency bands can only be mapped individually; hence
the script calculates a power spectrum for each identified frequency band of interest.
A power summation map of a single frequency or wavelength band is calculated by first defining the
minimum and maximum of frequencies of the frequency band. Next, a window size is set and the function
WindowSize is run to check if the choice in window size is appropriate for the choice in frequency band.
The WindowSize function creates a radial power spectrum using a clipped section of the spatial data using
the choice in window size. Overlain on the radial power spectrum are the upper and lower bounds of the
frequency band and the user checks for a sufficient number of calculated points within the frequency band.
The one requirement for the window size choice is that the window must be an odd number.
After the window size is set, the power summation maps are created with the function fft_powsum.m, from
[Booth et al., 2009]. This function takes the inputs of spatial dataset, window size, grid spacing of the
dataset, minimum and maximum frequencies of the frequency band, a normalizing flag, and a plotting flag.
The outputs from the function are a matrix of the power summation values and characteristic frequency and
wavelength band. The fft_powsum.m function starts by creating a blank matrix with the same dimensions
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as the spatial dataset to host of the output. The windowed section of the dataset is padded with zeros to
produce a dataset with dimensions that are equal to a power of two. A matrix of frequencies is created that
will be have a power spectrum value calculated and then converted to a matrix of ones and zeros, where
ones indicate frequencies in the frequency band and zeros indicated frequencies outside of the frequency
band.
The power summation matrix is created with a nested for loop that cycles the following calculations
through every point in the dataset. The window is centered on a data point and if the window is entirely
inside the dataset the calculations continue. Large scale linear trends the length of the window are removed
from the windowed dataset. Then the two dimensional power spectrum is calculated the same way as in
the program fft2D.m. Power spectrum values associated with frequencies within the frequency band are
extracted with the matrix of ones and zero. These values are summed and assigned to power spectrum
summation matrix at the location of the center of the window.
2.3 Normalizing Power Summation Maps and Dominant Frequency Maps
After the calculation of the individual power summation maps they are normalized for comparison and
creation of dominant frequency maps. Before normalizing the power summation maps cut to the intended
spatial extent for the study, removing the not a number values from the edges of the power summation
maps. The script ComboMaps.m produces the normalized power spectrum summation maps and the
dominant frequency maps. This function has several options for the method to normalize the power
spectrum summation maps, but the settings used divides each data point in the power summation map by
the sum of all values in the power spectrum summation map. This function also compares the normalized
power spectrum summation maps on a pixel-by-pixel basis and creates a matrix with the same dimensions
as the power spectrum summation with each cell containing the number of the summation map had the
highest normalized power.
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